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Welcome to the first Well-Being and Mental Health Newsletter 

This newsletter is designed for students and is put together for you by students and staff. 

Meet the Team 

 

Mrs R Hill – Wellbeing Manager (centre) 

Miss S Kelly – Wellbeing Nurse (right) 

Miss L Labrum – Counsellor (left) 

In the next newsletter the team will properly introduce themselves. 

 

 

The wellbeing team are based in The Hive (the old music block) and you can refer yourself or ask a 

member of staff to complete the referral form on your behalf.  
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Miss Hill’s top well-being Christmas Tips 

Top Tips to Support Your Mental Health and Wellbeing this Christmas! 

1. Keep in Touch  

Friends and family can make you feel included and cared for. They can offer different views from whatever’s 

going on inside your own head, keep you grounded and help you solve practical problems – enjoy this time 

to catch-up. If you are away from family, make sure you have plans and activities to help support you over 

the break from College. 

2. Take a Break  

Christmas is the perfect opportunity to take some time out of your day-to-day life and gain some perspective 

to reflect on the year. Whether spending time away from home or having a staycation, re-energise by giving 

yourself a change of scene or pace - it’s good for you. 

3. Accept Who You Are 

Some of us make people laugh, others cook fantastic meals, are involved in sport or music activities. If you 

have mental health difficulties, don’t feel pressured to do more than you feel up to. Remember Christmas is 

just one day of the year! Celebrate who you are. 

4. Keep Active  

Cold weather and short days are not the greatest motivation to get you out of bed and on a 5k run! However, 

research shows that doing exercise releases chemicals in your body that can make you feel good. Regular 

exercise can boost your self-esteem and help you to concentrate, sleep and feel better. Exercise also keeps 

the brain and your other vital organs healthy. So, use that Christmas spirit for physical health as well as 

mental health - you might even enjoy the crisp air. 
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5. Eat Well  

Christmas is typically a time of overindulgence, but what we eat can sometimes impact on how we feel. For 

example, too much sugar can have a noticeable effect on your mental health and wellbeing. Christmas 

wouldn’t be Christmas without a little bit of overindulgence, but a good tip is to balance this out over the 

festive period. 

6. Ask for Help  

None of us are superhuman. At times we all get overwhelmed by how we feel, especially when things go 

wrong. If things are getting too much for you and you are struggling, ask for help – check out the signposting 

info on this newsletter. 

7. Do Something You're Good At  

What do you love doing? What activities can you lose yourself in? Enjoying yourself helps beat stress. As 

busy as Christmas gets, try and keep up the activities and the hobbies you enjoy all year round. You could 

turn these into festive activities, like making gifts, or socialising with friends. 

8. Care for Others  

Buying gifts is not the only way of showing that we care about others. Christmas is the perfect time to reach 

out to loved ones who you haven’t spent much time with in the past year; ask how they’ve been and whether 

they have plans for the holidays.  

9. Talk About Your Feelings 

Talking about your feelings can improve your mood and make it easier to deal with the tough times. It’s part 

of taking charge or ‘self-managing’ your mental wellbeing and doing what you can to stay healthy. 

10. HAVE FUN!!! 

Make sure you all enjoy this festive season!  

I hope you all have a wonderful break and come back refreshed and ready for the New Year! 

Merry Christmas & A Happy New Year! 
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Twelve Days of Christmas - Wellbeing imind2 

  

On the First day of Christmas my Wellbeing thoughts are these, a walk with our furry doggies. 

On the Second day of Christmas my Wellbeing thoughts are these, 

2 Chocolate treats 

and a walk with our furry doggies. 

  

On the Third day of Christmas my Wellbeing thoughts are these, 

3 Face masks 

2 Chocolate treats 

and a walk with our furry doggies. 

 

On the Fourth day of Christmas my Wellbeing thoughts are these, 

4 Healthy meals 

3 Face masks 

2 Chocolate treats 

and a walk with our furry doggies. 

 

On the Fifth day of Christmas my Wellbeing thoughts are these, 

5 GOOD NIGHT SLEEPS! 

4 Healthy meals 

3 Face masks 

2 Chocolate treats 

and a walk with our furry doggies. 
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On the Sixth day of Christmas my Wellbeing thoughts are these, 

6 Med-i-ta-tions 

5 GOOD NIGHT SLEEPS! 

4 Healthy meals 

3 Face masks 

2 Chocolate treats 

and a walk with our furry doggies. 

 

On the Seventh day of Christmas my Wellbeing thoughts are these, 

7 Yoga poses 

6 Med-i-ta-tions 

5 GOOD NIGHT SLEEPS! 

4 Healthy meals 

3 Face masks 

2 Chocolate treats 

and a walk with our furry doggies. 

  

On the Eighth day of Christmas my Wellbeing thoughts are these, 

8 Candles burning 

7 Yoga poses 

6 Med-i-ta-tions 

5 GOOD NIGHT SLEEPS!  

4 Healthy meals 

3 Face masks 

2 Chocolate treats 

and a walk with our furry doggies. 
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On the Ninth day of Christmas my Wellbeing thoughts are these, 

9 Share your worries 

8 Candles burning 

7 Yoga poses 

6 Med-i-ta-tions 

5 GOOD NIGHT SLEEPS! 

4 Healthy meals 

3 Face masks 

2 Chocolate treats 

and a walk with our furry doggies. 

 

On the Tenth day of Christmas my Wellbeing thoughts are these, 

10 Conversations 

9 Share your worries 

8 Candles burning 

7 Yoga poses 

6 Med-i-ta-tions 

5 GOOD NIGHT SLEEPS! 

4 Healthy meals 

3 Face masks 

2 Chocolate treats 

and a walk with our furry doggies. 

 On the Eleventh day of Christmas my Wellbeing thoughts are these, 

11 Families smiling 

10 Conversations 
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9 Share your worries 

8 Candles burning 

7 Yoga poses 

6 Med-i-ta-tions 

5 GOOD NIGHT SLEEPS!  

4 Healthy meals 

3 Face masks 

2 Chocolate treats 

and a walk with our furry doggies. 

 

On the Twelfth day of Christmas my Wellbeing thoughts are these, 

12 Shares of Kindness 

11 Families smiling 

10 Conversations 

 9  Share your Worries 

 8  Candles burning 

 7 Yoga poses   

 6 Med-i-ta-tions    

 5 GOOD NIGHT SLEEPS!    

 4 Healthy meals   

 3 Face masks  

 2 Chocolate treats 

   and a walk with our furry doggies! 
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Student to Student  

Black Minds Matter 

October was Black History Month. But did you know October was also Mental Health Awareness Month? 
With the pandemic, tensions and divisions higher and more visible than ever and the stress of deciding a 
landscape for your future when your present vision is blurred by confusion, prioritizing your mental health is 
extremely important. Take a deep breath… it’s ok not to be ok. We’re all trying to do the best we can with 
what we have. Don’t compare yourselves to others. Focus on your progression.  
 
While many may disregard mental health problems as simply an extended sadness or a ploy to garner 
attention/sympathy, Mind UK lists Mental Health problems as one of common reasons for suicidal feelings. 
While mental health issues can impact anyone, mental health issues affect BAME (Black Asian Minority 
Ethnic) groups in very specific ways due to racism/discrimination, specific stigmas, social and economic 
inequalities and structural barriers that exist when seeking assistance. There is need for mental health 
professionals who understand this paramount need. And this is where Black Minds Matter comes in.  
 

Black Minds Matter  
 

According to their official website, their mission is to ‘connect Black individuals and families with free mental 
health services — by professional Black therapists to support their mental health. To make this happen, we 
want to make mental health topics more relevant and accessible for all Black people in the U.K., removing 
the stigma and remodelling the services to be relevant for the Black community.’ Wymondham College 
supported them last year as well. If you are struggling to find resources where your experience is honoured, 
held in high regard and is known intimately, Black Minds Matter may be the place for you.  
 
For more information, check out these useful links  

 
https://www.mentalhealth.org.uk/a-to-z/b/black-asian-and-minority-ethnic-bame-communities 
 
https://www.blackmindsmatteruk.com/  
 
https://www.instagram.com/blackmindsmatter.uk/?hl=en  
 
https://www.mind.org.uk/information-support/types-of-mental-health-problems/suicidal-feelings/causes-of-
suicidal-feelings/  
 
https://www.verywellmind.com/exploring-the-mental-health-stigma-in-black-communities-5078964 
  

Black Lives Matter, Black Minds Matter, You Matter, We Matter 
 

 

https://www.mentalhealth.org.uk/a-to-z/b/black-asian-and-minority-ethnic-bame-communities
https://www.blackmindsmatteruk.com/
https://www.instagram.com/blackmindsmatter.uk/?hl=en
https://www.mind.org.uk/information-support/types-of-mental-health-problems/suicidal-feelings/causes-of-suicidal-feelings/
https://www.mind.org.uk/information-support/types-of-mental-health-problems/suicidal-feelings/causes-of-suicidal-feelings/
https://www.verywellmind.com/exploring-the-mental-health-stigma-in-black-communities-5078964
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Student to Student  

I Get Lonely But it Doesn’t Have to be Lonely Being Alone  
  
‘I get so lonely, can’t let just anybody hold me  
You are the one that lives in me, my dear  
I want no one but you’ - Janet Jackson, I Get Lonely (1997)  

 
This song is probably amongst my favourites in Janet’s entire catalogue but, as of late, listening to it makes 
me sad. Not an immediate and sharp sadness. But one that is subtle and lingers in the air minutes, hours 
and days after a listen. A sadness that stealthily dominates my thoughts. While Janet is yearning for her ‘you’ 
back, I’m forced to reconcile with the fact I have never had a ‘you’. That the many potential ‘You's’ in my life 
have moved away, created an unbridgeable distance or simply discovered ways to shatter my heart. With all 
of that weighing down my consciousness and not enough stabilizing my self-esteem, I start to think that my 
uniqueness is my barrier to acceptance, the obstacle preventing me from finding my ‘you’. While being unique 
has imbued me with the deft ability to converse, learn from and educate so many people; it also offers harsh 
periods of loneliness. Moments when I am submerged in sadness deeper than my motivation to be happy, 
and dedicating stints of time to voyeuristically watching people in friendship groups laughing easily, moving 
effortlessly, bonding thoughtlessly. I talk to them on the daily, but it takes effort. I simply cannot be there or 
else I fade into oblivion, a second thought, a forgotten invite. I must be funny, insightful, articulate, loud but 
not too loud, hyper but not to an off-putting level. I offer aphorisms, uplifting words, motivating lectures, my 
memory of important dates and events in their lives, a lending ear, my knowledge/wisdom. I must be extra to 
be noticed. That extraness has blessed me with so many valuable conversations and irreplaceable 
relationships, leadership opportunities, roles (in and outside of school) and deals, and it has equally resulted 
in names, slurs, rumours, and incidents of bullying being flung my way. A cheeky souvenir given to me by 
my mischievous foe is the tendency to believe I am always being laughed at. That paranoia stalks me, making 
sure fleeting flashes of levity come with an acidic dose of caution. Whenever I hear ambiguous laughter 
behind me, I kill the bounce in my walk, straighten my posture, stop my stride, and hope the temporary torture 
subsides and wreaks havoc on my normally inspirational monologue another day.  
 
I sometimes envy the nonchalant ways my friends talk about their lives knowing that on the other side of their 
anecdote there’s an innate and universal understanding. Together they can stitch a beautifully itchy quilt they 
can wrap around the awkwardness of growing up. I don’t have that. I find pockets to fit in to, but I know I do 
not have that.  
 
That knowledge is why I find refuge in fantasy. I am mostly content in it, using my love and carefully 
constructed closeness with public figures as springboards for social interactions and entertaining debates 
with friends. I love reading books and articles, watching music videos, cosplaying as an agent/manager for 
my favourite singers and applying my sensitive sociological scrutiny to the fragments of their life my 
screenshots, cross referencing and social media profiling can find.  

 
There’s nothing wrong about finding joy outside of your immediate reality, art is to be enjoyed. But at times I 
do feel bad that there are moments where I only feel free to be my full self when I’m by myself, and that’s 
when my thoughts can descend into pits of seemingly inescapable negativity.  
 
While it is extremely easy to interpret time alone as isolation, I choose to honour it as an opportunity. An 
opportunity to take a break from the ebbs and flows, the stresses and strains, and the up and downs of life. 
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A time to think through ideas on complicated and nuanced subjects. A time to catch up on my shows, read, 
dance, clean, listen and analyse albums, pray, check in with myself. Rewiring my thinking about the time I 
spend alone and focusing on things that give me joy has helped improve my mental health and self-image.  
 
Still, interpersonal connections are valuable. If you have an idiosyncratic personality, it’s easy for you to 
internalize people’s unkind remarks (been there, still there sometimes). You’re not a ‘weirdo’ ‘too much’ ‘too 
girly’ ‘annoying’ ‘a headache’, you’re just a unique person and there are so many spaces in and outside of 
school where that’s embraced and not shunned, celebrated and not merely tolerated. I’ve always been a 
dramatic person, so I auditioned and received principal roles in Wymondham College productions in 
2019/2020 and 2021/2022. I love to dance so I dance outside of school and whenever formal rolls around. I 
love to write so I write for our school’s English Blog and Instagram Page, History Magazine and now Mental 
Health Magazine, as well as working with the National Centre for Writing.  
 
Think about your hobbies. Now, think about what clubs and societies you can join or set-up. Debating? 
Football? Hockey? Basketball? Swimming? Chess? Gym? Your mind is the only limit! Joining these clubs 
can alleviate the anxiety of not having anything in common with people because everyone in the space you 
choose will have at least one major thing in common. Taking part in diverse activities has helped me meet 
and learn from so many people who may feel lonely too. The wonderfully weird thing about loneliness is 
that you are never really alone in that feeling.  
 
Song/Album/EPs recommendations  
I Get Lonely (song) by Janet Jackson (1997)  
Ungodly Hour (album) by Chloe X Halle (2020)  
Rehearsal @ NINE (ep) by Tiana Major9 (2019)  
The Kids Are Alright (album) by Chloe X Halle (2018)  
And Then Life Was Beautiful (album) by Nao (2021)  
Happy (song) by Brandy (1998)  
Sawayama (album) by Rina Sawayama (2020)  
 
TV Show recommendations  
Never Have I Ever (available on Netflix) 2020- present  
Moesha (available on Netflix) 1996-2001  
Sister, Sister (available on Netflix) 1994- 1999  
Grown-ish (available on Disney+) 2018-present  
Tracy Beaker Returns (available on BBC iPlayer) 2010-2012  
 
Book recommendations  
The Midnight Library by Matt Haig (2020)  
Checking In: How Getting Real about Depression Saved My Life- and Can Save Yours by Michelle Williams 
(2021)  
Diary of a Young Naturalist by Dara McAnulty (2020)  
Everything, Everything by Nicola Yoon (2015)  
The Sun Is Also a Star by Nicola Yoon (2016)  

  

I know sometimes you feel alone 
I know some nights you wait by your phone 
I know you wish you had somebody to hold 
It don’t have to be lonely being alone’         - Lonely by Chloe X Halle (2020) 
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From HTC to you 

These past two years have been nothing if not unpredictable, likely leaving 

you feeling confused and lost. This holiday can be your clarity, reconnecting 

with yourself, loved ones and passions. What show have you been itching to 

watch but you’ve haven’t had time to dedicate to?  What books have been 

gathering dust on your shelf for what feels like generations? What’s a hobby 

the busyness of school life has required you to leave behind?  

This holiday season you can use your time to get back to the things you love, 

improving your perception of self and outlook on the future. With everything 

seemingly out of our collective control, returning to what brings our joy can 

serve as a reminder of Hope. While time is not infinite, it is incredibly valuable 

just like every member of our diverse community. 

 We hope to see all your amazing faces in January and hear the great things 

you have returned to. 

Happy Holidays from the Headteacher’s Council    

 

 


